
 
 
 
 

 

 
I. What is the WEB 2.0? 
by CIA Webmaster – September 28, 2009 
 
"Web 2.0" is commonly associated with web development and web design that facilitates interactive 
information sharing, interoperability, user-centered design and collaboration on the World Wide Web. 
Examples of Web 2.0 include web-based communities (sharing information), web applications (like the CPD 
tool), social-networking sites (like LinkedIn, Facebook or Twitter), wikis (collaborative FAQ for example), 
blogs …etc.  A Web 2.0 site allows its users to interact with other users or to change website content, in 
contrast to non-interactive websites where users are limited to the passive viewing of information that is 
provided to them (like we have now). 

Like many important concepts, Web 2.0 doesn't have a hard boundary, but rather, a gravitational core. You 
can visualize Web 2.0 as a set of principles and practices that tie together a veritable solar system of sites 
that demonstrate some or all of those principles, at a varying distance from that core.  
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II. Web 2.0 is a Buzzword! 
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a. Web 2.0 Revolution 

• Using existing technologies in new and innovative ways 
• Change in the way people view the web 
• More mature industry 
• Healthier web economy 
• Need to innovate just to maintain position 

b. Rich User Experience 

• Easy to use 
• Pleasurable to use  
• Build social networks  
• Rich user interface 
• Functions like a traditional application 

c. Architecture of Participation 

• Providing a service, not a product (infoware not software)  
• Encourage user contribution (reviews, comments)  
• Collective intelligence (PageRank, folksonomies, popularity) 
• Make it easy to re-use and re-mix 
• Customer self-service 
• Community and sense of ownership 

d. Core Web 2.0 Technologies 

• Open data through API's (Application programming interface) and web services 
• RSS 
• Ajax 
• Web Standards (DOM Scripting, XHTML, CSS) 
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III. What does it mean for the new CIA website? 
 

We have to offer a better user experience on our website. That means better navigation and interface. 

We have to put in place a community of actuaries. Like a forum or a wiki where each individual can participate. I was 
thinking to offer an easy way to go through our archive messages. We may think of removing list server and using 
only online discussion, forums, wiki …etc. 

We can offer RSS flux for a better use of all the information we have to offer. For example, Outlook 2007 has a RSS 
reader function. Imagine that you have only one place to go to have access to all information you need and it will 
keep you updated like news service. 

We have to build way to offer easier access to our content such as documentation, audio files, Excel files or 
PowerPoint presentations. Also, it would be good to use an open format for the next generation of websites. 

We have to change the way we communicate with our members. We need to include optimized access for 
Blackberry, Iphone and other smart devices. 
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IV. Some definitions 

Folksonomy:  A folksonomy is a system of classification derived from the practice and method of collaboratively 
creating and managing tags to annotate and categorize content; this practice is also known as collaborative tagging, 
social classification, social indexing, and social tagging. 

Folksonomies became popular on the Web around 2004 as part of social software applications such as social 
bookmarking and photograph annotation. Tagging, which is characteristic of Web 2.0 services, allows users to 
collectively classify and find information. Some websites include tag clouds as a way to visualize tags in a folksonomy. 
Here is an example: http://technorati.com/ Look on the right column to see the Tags Cloud. 

Mashup: In web development, a mashup is a web page or application that combines data or functionality from two 
or more external sources to create a new service. The term mashup implies easy, fast integration, frequently using 
open APIs and data sources to produce results that were not the original reason for producing the raw source data. 
An example of a mashup is the use of cartographic data to add location information to real estate data, thereby 
creating a new and distinct web application that was not originally provided by either source. Here is some examples 
of good Mashup: http://mashupawards.com/winners/ 

The Long Tail: "The Long Tail" is a concept put forth by Chris Anderson in an October 2004 Wired magazine article 
which described the niche strategy of businesses, such as Amazon.com or Netflix, that sell a large number of unique 
items, each in relatively small quantities. Anderson elaborated the Long Tail concept in his book The Long Tail: Why 
the Future of Business Is Selling Less of More. 

Infoware: Information sold electronically, such as the electronic versions of documents, audio files, webcasts …etc. 

RSS: (most commonly translated as "Really Simple Syndication" but sometimes "Rich Site Summary") is a family of 
web feed formats used to publish frequently updated works—such as blog entries, news headlines, audio, and 
video—in a standardized format. As an example, our current CIA news service could be delivered to members’ 
desktop. 

GTD:  Getting Things Done, commonly abbreviated as GTD, is an action management method, registered trademarks 
of The David Allen Company, and the title of the book which describes the method by David Allen.  

PageRank: PageRank is a link analysis algorithm, named after Larry Page, used by the Google Internet search engine 
that assigns a numerical weighting to each element of a hyperlinked set of documents, such as the World Wide Web, 
with the purpose of "measuring" its relative importance within the set. The algorithm may be applied to any 
collection of entities with reciprocal quotations and references. 
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Wiki: Wiki is a piece of server software that allows users to freely create and edit Web page content using any Web 
browser. Wiki supports hyperlinks and has a simple text syntax for creating new pages and crosslinks between 
internal pages on the fly. 
Wiki is unusual among group communication mechanisms in that it allows the organization of contributions to be 
edited in addition to the content itself. 
Like many simple concepts, "open editing" has some profound and subtle effects on Wiki usage. Allowing everyday 
users to create and edit any page in a Web site is exciting in that it encourages democratic use of the Web and 
promotes content composition by nontechnical users. 

Twitter: Twitter is a free social networking and micro-blogging service that enables its users to send and read 
messages known as tweets. Tweets are text-based posts of up to 140 characters displayed on the author's profile 
page and delivered to the author's subscribers who are known as followers. Senders can restrict delivery to those in 
their circle of friends or, by default, allow open access. Users can send and receive tweets via the Twitter website, 
Short Message Service (SMS) or external applications. While the service, itself, costs nothing to use, accessing it 
through SMS may incur phone service provider fees. 

Ajax technology: AJAX (shorthand for asynchronous JavaScript and XML) is a group of interrelated web development 
techniques used on the client-side to create interactive web applications or rich Internet applications. With AJAX, 
web applications can retrieve data from the server asynchronously in the background without interfering with the 
display and behavior of the existing page. The use of AJAX techniques has led to an increase in interactive or dynamic 
interfaces on web pages and better quality of Web services due to the asynchronous mode. 
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